
"How unfair these raters be,

Not putting me atop the tree*.
*. .identity withheld but pretty obvious

LAPUTA is an occasional publication by and for the Postal
Diplomacy Rating Commission, a voluntary association of

_ curators of postal Diplomacy rating systems. It is auto-
21 Nov 74 matically sent to members of the Commission* Interested

parties may subscribe (on a delayed basis) @15<: an issue*
A copy will also be deposited with the Postal Diplomacy Archives in Leb-
anon IN. This issue is Pandemonium Publication #572, edited and published
by Rod Walker, 4069 Jackdaw St,, San Diego CA 92103,

THIS issue constitutes Update #1 to LAPUTA 6. It is based on input
from Walt Buchanan and myself* Walt has made some changes and correc-
tions to the listings for the Calhamer System, and has provided some ad-
ditional info on several games.

My input is based on some additional research in EVERYTHING and also
on a policy decision. I have decided to delete all local games from the
STARS & BARS system. That would seem to make this a unanimous policy of
all members of the Commission (Jeff Key??).

Inputs and changes are indicated by game number below. Please make
notations on one of your copies of LAPUTA 6*

1966Q.
1968BD.
1968SU.
1968BY,
1968CV.
1969AA.
1969BD.

S
~l ^^tfie—-1968AB- CP; add (rates game but not winner).

CP » delete •
r

'

Omitted from list; add on line w/BZ, CA-CD.
5-man game. j„Lk
CPi delete, abandoned. SB: abandoned, defer*-

CP* delete.
1969BQ* BS, BU, BWo SBs delete.
1969CH. CP: add (rates game but not winner)

o

1969CR. Walt reports this game was finished in ADAG/EFGIART

•

1969CS. Local r GM played.
197QH-I. SBt delete,
1970Y, Abandoned.
1970AF. SBs delete. This was a local game~-in fact, with about the

same people as 19701, I was GM, so X can verify as local*
1970AG, SBs delete,
1970AR-AS . Abandoned «

1971CC, SB: delete,
1971CS-CY. Cancelled

,

1971DG . Abandoned

.

1971EL, SBs delete.
1971EM. Local.
1972F & H. SBs delete*
1972K. CPs add.

SB: delete.1972AA.
1972BF,
1972GC.
1972GD.
1972®:,
1973AO.
19730V-BW.
1973CA-CC.
1973DX,
1974R.

Abandoned
SBt delete.
Local t x
SBt delete. (Was actually previously included in SBO
SB 3 delete*
SBs delete. Local.

SB; delete,
CP & SBs delete

SB: delete^ ^3BB. In
SB: delete. 1 Y J

[30]

Local. CA delayed FTP.


